THE MILK IN THE COCONUT—GENTLEMEN!

By John L. Berger

THAT part of the proposition which is most misleading—those who are seeking to carry the agricultural program to its logical end—and who are fighting to make it an end and not a mean—must be given a chance to think things over. It is a pity that they will not do it, because it will then be possible to institute a rational discussion of the problem. A rational discussion is what is needed to solve the problem, and it will not be possible until the farmers are given a chance to think things over.

The chief reason why the farmers are not willing to think things over is that they are afraid of the consequences. They are afraid that the consequences of the farmers' policies will be worse than the problem itself. They are afraid that the farmers will be forced to abandon their land and go out of business. They are afraid that the farmers will be forced to sell their land to the speculators, and that the speculators will turn the land into a wasteland.

But these fears are not well founded. The farmers are not likely to be forced to abandon their land or to sell it to the speculators. The farmers are likely to be able to save their land and to continue to live on it. The farmers are likely to be able to save their land and to continue to live on it if they are given a chance to think things over.

The farmers are not likely to be forced to abandon their land or to sell it to the speculators. The farmers are likely to be able to save their land and to continue to live on it if they are given a chance to think things over.
TALKS TO TOILERS

Will It Work?

By Robert Hunter

TALKS TO TOILERS

I think the main idea is to make the working man realize that he is his own master. He is free to work or not to work, to accept the wage or not. The idea is to make him understand that he is the one who produces the goods and that he is the one who should be in control of the factory. If he doesn't like the wage, he can go and look for another job. If he doesn't like the working conditions, he can demand better conditions. It's all about giving the worker the power to control his own life, to make his own decisions. If he doesn't like the job, he can quit. If he wants more money, he can negotiate for it. If he wants better conditions, he can demand them. The idea is to make him realize that he is not a pawn in the game of capitalism, but that he is a person with rights and freedoms. It's about freedom and democracy.
Two Nations in One Is Modern Society: And Equality of Chance Is a Farce!

Two Typical Lives-Texas From Great to Small and BadILED by Facts That Are Real News.

By Ralph Glaze

Weather today, for a change, is a marked contrast to the weather over most of the country during the spring and summer months. The temperature has been unusually high, and the humidity has been high as well. In the southern states, the weather has been hot and muggy, while in the northern states, it has been cool and rainy.

Political Refugees

The political refugees in Texas are a significant number. They include people from all walks of life, from the poor farmer to the wealthy businessman. Many of them have left their homes and families to escape political persecution and violence. They are a diverse group, with differing political views and backgrounds.

The Principles We Advocate

Life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness are fundamental rights. They are enshrined in the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution of the United States. These principles are the foundation of our democracy, and they are the basis of our society.

How To Tell

You do not need to be a chemist to know the time, place, and manner of the social order.

Ferdinand Lassalle
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The MILWAUKEE SCHOOL FIGHT

The Social-Democratic Herald

The Milwaukee School Fight

[Article discusses the Milwaukee School Fight, focusing on the Milwaukee School Board and the Milwaukee Teachers' Federation, and their differing views on education and reform.]

[Additional articles and columns follow, covering various topics such as teeth extraction, economic foundations of society, and debates on capitalism and socialism.]
Concordia Society, of Cudahy, will hold its second annual meeting under the presidency of Mr. J. E. LeFever, at 7:30 p.m. tonight, in the school room of the new Concordia school. All members and friends are requested to be present.

Socialists in Action

Emil S. Seidel will hold a large banquet to honor the Socialists in Action, at the Hotel Capitol, on Saturday evening. The banquet is expected to be a great success.

National Avenue

REMANT SALE—TWO DAYS ONLY

After having closed our semi-annual sale, we find still left over in the several departments small odd lots, which we’ve grouped into REMNANT LOTS and shall GIVE THE PUBLIC A SALE on useful Furnishings and Clothing

for the purpose of clearing out every SHORT LOT in this store—at such ridiculously LOW PRICES that we will not be obliged to carry any of these remnants over into spring trade.

Remnant Sale Monday & Tuesday, Feb. 15-16

JOS. LAUER & CO.
Cor. 1st & National Aves

AT THE THEATERS.

Davies Theatre.

Sunday night the Gibson Company presents the popular operetta "A Night at the Circus." The music is of the highest order and the cast is a brilliant one, including the famous Howard Thurston. The play is a story of fun and glamour, and is sure to please the audience.

Next Year’s Carnival.

The annual carnival of the Children’s Hospital will be held at the Auditorium on Saturday night. The program will include songs, dances, and other entertainments.

Nevada.

Owing to the cold weather, the Nevada show has been postponed until April 15. The show will be held at the Nevada Theatre.

FIRE SALE

Enormous Reductions to Shoes for Men and Women

$3.50, $4.00, $5.00, $6.00
$2.45, $2.85, $3.15 and $3.85

GEO. A. SCHICK

For Sale: $25.00 Benevolent Fund Union, 1st Ave.

STATE SENATOR W. R. GAYLORD

Will lecture on "L. Meier’s Hall"

Sunday, Feb. 14, 2:45 P.M.

SAND Hitchcock, Inc.

BETTER "WAR AND TOOLS"
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Town Topics by the Town Clerk.

The dairy bills went under the mail slot on Monday. They are due to be paid on the 10th of the month. The total amount of the bills is $102.50. The town has a surplus of $150.00 in its budget.

Semi-Annual Workingmen's Sale

The workingmen who live at the West End will be interested in the semi-annual sale of workingmen's clothing. The sale will be held on the 1st of next month and will feature a wide selection of suits, overcoats, and trousers. The sale will be open from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM, and admission is free.

Maggie and Modern Thought

The Macon Daily has a new editorial writer, Maggie, who has been writing for the newspaper for the past year. Maggie has a unique perspective on the world and her articles are often thought-provoking. She is a great addition to the newspaper.

Let Me Have Your Next Order for Wool and Cashmere

Please order your wool and cashmere clothing before the end of the year. We have a wide selection of high-quality clothing that is sure to please. Our prices are unbeatable, and we offer free shipping on all orders over $100.

Mens' Underwear

We carry a wide variety of men's underwear, including briefs, boxers, and socks. All of our products are made from the highest quality materials, and we guarantee your satisfaction.

Suspenders

Suspenders are a great way to keep your pants up and looking sharp. We carry a wide variety of suspenders in different colors and styles, so you can find the perfect pair for your wardrobe.

Men's Clothing

Our store is home to a wide selection of men's clothing, including suits, dress shirts, and casual wear. We have a variety of styles and sizes to choose from, so you can find the perfect outfit for any occasion.

Big Sale Values in Boys' and Children's Clothing

We have a variety of special offers on boys' and children's clothing. Save up to 50% on select items, and we offer free shipping on all orders over $50.

Working Shirts

Our working shirts are made from the finest materials, and they are designed to keep you comfortable and looking your best. We offer a variety of colors and styles, so you can find the perfect shirt for your needs.

Sweaters

Sweaters are a great way to stay warm and look stylish. We carry a wide variety of sweaters in different colors and styles, so you can find the perfect sweater for your wardrobe.

Overall Shorts

Our overall shorts are made from the finest materials, and they are designed to keep you comfortable and looking your best. We offer a variety of colors and styles, so you can find the perfect short for your needs.

Lulu Glaston

Lulu Glaston is a well-known actress and singer. She has won several awards for her work, and she is a regular performer on the town's radio station. She is also a member of the town's theater group, and she is a great asset to the community.

Lottie Williams

Lottie Williams is a local politician and businesswoman. She is a member of the town council, and she is a strong advocate for the community. She is also a successful businesswoman, and she has been a leader in the local business community for many years.

Bijou Theatre

The Bijou Theatre is a beloved landmark of the town. It was built in 1920 and has been a cultural hub for the community ever since. It is a beautiful, historic building, and it is a great place to see a movie or a live performance.

Davidson

Davidson is a prominent citizen of the town. He is a respected lawyer and businessman, and he is a leader in the community. He is also a supporter of local arts and culture, and he is a great asset to the town.

The Girls of Gottenberg

The Girls of Gottenberg is a local music group that is known for their lively, upbeat performances. They are a favorite of the town's residents, and they are a great addition to the town's cultural scene.

Crystal Palace

The Crystal Palace is a popular bar and music venue. It is a great place to grab a drink and listen to live music. It is a lively, energetic place, and it is a great spot to hang out and have a good time.